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Abstract: This paper addresses the origin of the formal, syntactic, and semantic contrast
between the two symmetrical sets of cognate local adverbs in Hittite. It is argued that it came
into being as a by-product of productive adverbial composition reconstructed for the history
of the Anatolian languages. The core of the Hittite adverbs belonging to the innovative set
consists of historical compounds featuring the reflex of PIE *en(i), which is traditionally
translated as ‘in’ but must also have functioned as the generalized benefactive operator.
A particularly important role in our reconstruction is allotted to the comparison with the
Luwian language, where the compounds app-an(ni) ‘behind’, parr-an(ni) ‘in front, before’,
and tawiy-an(ni) ‘opposite, against’ share non-trivial syntagmatic properties with the base
adverb CUM-na/ni = /an(n)i/ < *én(i), which has a broad benefactive meaning.
1 Two Sets of Hittite Local Adverbs
The Hittite language features a class of indeclinable forms that can function as free-standing
adverbs, preverbs, and postpositions depending on their syntactic position and other contextual factors (Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 294).1 “Local adverbs” is a cover term that is
frequently used for this class for the lack of a better alternative (cf. e. g. Tjerkstra 1999). The
comparable category is called “local particles” in Vedic studies, where its investigation is
largely associated with the work of Heinrich Hettrich and his students. Several Hittite local
adverbs are cognate with both Vedic local particles and representatives of a functionally
similar class in Homeric Greek, e. g. Hitt. parā ‘forth, further, out (of)’, Vedic prá ‘forth,
before’, prá pra ‘further on’, Homeric Greek πρό ‘before, forward, forth’ (EWAia: 173–174). It
is therefore appropriate to project the same category, together with its threefold functional
distinction, back into Proto-Indo-European, including its early phase before the separation
of Anatolian languages (“Indo-Hittite”/“Indo-Anatolian”).
A distinct innovation of Hittite, which was first addressed in Starke 1977, consists of the
two cognate sets of Hittite local adverbs displaying symmetrical contrasts in both formal and
functional properties.2 The adverbs of the first set end in -a, have directional semantics, and
lean toward the preverbal function. The adverbs of the second set mostly end in -an, denote
location rather than direction, and tend to function as postpositions, governing dependent
nouns in the genitive case in Old Hittite. This classification is not exhaustive, given that the
Hittite language also features preverbs and postpositions provided with other endings, some
of which will be mentioned later in this paper. Nevertheless, the contrast between the two
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sets is highly prominent within the system of Hittite local adverbs, both because it covers the
core of this class and because the elements of the two sets neatly fall into pairs of genetically
related lexemes. This distribution is illustrated in Table 1, which is taken wholesale from
Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 295.
Table 1: Contrastive pairs of Anatolian local adverbs
Set I: ‘Place to which’

Set II: ‘Place where’

anda ‘into’
ā ppa ‘back’
katta ‘down’
parā ‘out, forth’
šarā ‘up(ward)’

andan ‘within, inside’
ā ppan ‘behind, after’
kattan ‘below’
pēran ‘in front, before’
šer ‘above, over’

In purely formal terms, the origin of the first set appears to be straightforward. The ending -a
characterizing this group is synchronically identical to the ending of the allative (terminative)
case in Old Hittite, which has likewise received a thorough treatment in Starke 1977. As a
matter of fact, when the lexemes of this group form a syntactic unit with a nominal form in
Old Hittite, it normally appears in the allative case, e. g. anda parna ‘into the house’ (Starke
1977: 133). At the moment this seemed enough to hypothesize that the final vowel of the
adverbs of the first set has the same origin as the allative case endings. On the other hand,
Starke recognized that the meaning of the allative case in old Hittite was a movement toward
a particular goal, whereas the local adverbs in -a are generally assumed to mark direction
alone. Melchert (2017) cites a minimal pair from the same text KBo 17.11+ i 6 nu āppa tienzi
‘they step back’ vs. KBo 17.11+ i 3–4 LÚ.MEŠ MEŠEDI-an āppan tienzi ‘they step behind the
body-guard men’, which is called to illustrate how a local adverb from the first set may be
replaced with its counterpart from the second set if the goal is overtly marked.
The functional mismatch between the allative case nouns and the local adverbs ending
in -a supports the hypothesis that this group of adverbs may have more than one origin,
which appears to be likely on independent etymological grounds. On the one hand, Hitt. parā
‘out, forth’ is unlikely to contain a historical case ending, since, as mentioned above, it has
lexical cognates in Vedic and Greek, neither of which features a synchronic allative case.3
Furthermore, neither Vedic prá ‘forth, before’ nor Homeric Greek πρό ‘before, forward, forth’
require the existence of a goal in the syntactic or even semantic structure of the clauses
where they occur. The same is true of Hitt. katta ‘down’ and its likely Greek lexical cognate
κατά ‘id.’. The case of Hitt. anda ‘into’ and its Archaic Latin cognate endo ‘id.’ is somewhat
different, since the use of these adverbs normally implies specific goals, but here, too, one
can postulate an Early Indo-European archetype. On the other hand, šarā ‘up(ward)’ does
not have lexical cognates outside Anatolian, and therefore is more likely to go back to an
allative case noun, as suggested, for example, in Rieken 1999: 47. The earlier meaning of such
a form could be ‘on top’ (allative), whereas šer may have originally represented the locative
member of the same paradigm. After being drawn into the same class with parā etc., the
adverb šarā has naturally lost its terminative properties.
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Although certain details of the distribution between the inherited adverbs and restructured allatives in -a within Set I remain disputable, the basic pattern of their interaction is
reasonably clear. The semantic distance between moving in a particular direction and toward
a particular goal is close enough to be compatible with a phonetically mediated merger
between the two categories. By contrast, the situation with the origin of the an-ending,
which characterizes all but one member of Set II, is considerably more problematic. Therefore
it is the historical development of Set II that constitutes the main topic of the present paper.
2 Origin of Hittite Set II: Previous Accounts
All the Hittite local adverbs of Set II, except for šer ‘above, over’, are characterized by the
suffix -an. The pioneering work of Frank Starke, which introduced the division of Hittite local
adverbs into two sets, contains a hypothesis that the local adverbs in -an were synchronically
perceived as accusatives. The starting point of his reasoning was the co-occurrence of these
lexemes, but not those of Set I, with the Old Hittite possessive clitic pronouns =mit ‘my’,
=tit ‘thy’, =šit ‘his, her, its’, and =šmit ‘their’, which he interpreted as accusative singular
neuter forms (Starke 1977: 133). Logical as it may seem at first glance, this solution faces a
variety of problems. On the functional level, it is hard to explain why the forms provided
with accusative endings have locational semantics. Although the accusative case is used
with special functions in a variety of ancient Indo-European languages, it normally marks
goal rather than location, and Hittite is no exception in this regard (Zeilfelder 2001: 25–39).
Naturally, this difficulty could not elude Starke’s attention, and indeed he remarks in a
footnote to his analysis: “Die Auffassung des Hethiters braucht sich selbstverständlich nicht
mit der sprachwissenschaftlichen Beurteilung dieser Form zu decken” (Starke 1977: 133, fn.
10). Later on in the same book, Starke specifies that the -an suffix functioned as the accusative
of respect. For example, peran=mit ‘in front of me’ allegedly had the literal meaning “with
regard to my front” in Old Hittite (Starke 1977: 167).
Unfortunately for Starke’s hypothesis, it was found to exhibit a formal vulnerability. The
analysis of the Old Hittite data undertaken in Melchert 2009 shows that the nom.-acc.sg.n
forms of possessive pronouns overwhelmingly exhibit a different vocalism, namely =met,
=tet, =šet, and =šmet. Furthermore, the same type of possessive suffixes with the e-vocalism
is normally attached to the local adverbs šer ‘above, over’ and kitkar ‘at the head’, which
do not feature the an-suffix and are generally taken as recent nominalizations of endingless
locatives. But the adverb pēran ‘in front, before’, the member of the an-group that co-occurs
with the possessive clitic pronouns most frequently, does show a predilection for forms
like =šit ‘his, her, its’ or =šmit ‘their’. In this respect, it is to be compared not with the
nominative-accusative singular neuter nouns, but rather with the ablative and instrumental
forms, which likewise tend to attach possessive clitics with i-vocalism (cf. already Melchert
1984: 122–125).
But why should the adverbial phrase pēra(n)=šit ‘in front of him’ share formal properties
with the noun phrase iššaz=(š)mit ‘from their mouths’? This is clearly not an instance of
formal analogy, since the adverb pēran does not rhyme with either ablative nominal forms in
-az or instrumental nominal forms in -it. Therefore Melchert (2009) has no other choice but to
assume that pēran was perceived as functionally akin to certain ablatives or instrumentals at
the point when it came to be combinable with the enclitic possessive pronouns. And indeed,
Hittite features a number of adverbs with locational semantics derived from ablative nominal
forms, such as araḫza ‘outside’, andurza ‘inside’, or tapušza ‘beside, next to’. The limited Old
Hittite corpus at our disposal is not conducive to tracing the pattern of their combination
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with the possessive clitics, but such a combination must have been grammatical and, in all
likelihood, required the use of ablative-instrumental clitic forms such as =šit and =šmit. This
group could provide a natural bridge between the genuine ablatives and the local adverbs in
-an. To be sure, Melchert’s account leaves open a question why the same pattern was not
extended, for example, to the local adverbs šer and kitkar. But it remains a truism of historical
linguistics that one frequently cannot predict the precise scope of analogical leveling.
Brosch (2014: 363) builds up on Melchert’s analysis and carries it further, assuming
that the an-suffix of Set II goes back to the etymological ablative ending *-e-m. But the
only formal argument behind this reconstruction is the alleged productivity of the ablativeinstrumental ending *-m in Proto-Anatolian. Brosch cites Goedegebuure 2007, a paper devoted
to demonstrating the ablative-instrumental function of Luwian zin ‘from/by this’ and abin
‘from/by that’. The same paper contains a plausible comparison between the ending -in of
the Luwian pronominal forms and the Latin suffix -im occurring in such adverbs as olim ‘at
that time’, interim ‘at the time between’ or utrimque ‘from both sides’. This speaks indeed for
the reconstruction of the Indo-European adverbial suffix *-im, perhaps extended to certain
pronominal endings already in the proto-language. But Goedegebuure offers no real evidence
for the ending *-e-m with a similar meaning. To be sure, the collocation zan aban=ha in
the Luwian letter ASSUR a § 6, could be interpreted as containing the requisite ending if
its meaning were ‘from here to there’ (Goedegebuure 2007: 333). But there is no semantic
gain in such an interpretation as opposed to the traditional ‘now and then’, while in formal
terms the traditional solution is far more straightforward, since it allows to take the endings
-an as accusatives of time in *-om. Accordingly, the assumption of Hitt. pēran ‘before’ < PIE
*per-e-m and the parallel reconstructions of Set II remain fully ad hoc.
Thus one can provisionally conclude that the accusative reconstruction of -an in Set II is
semantically problematic and does not solve any formal issues, its ablative reconstruction is
formally impossible, and the syntactic behavior of pronominal clitics can be treated separately
from the etymologies of local adverbs serving as their hosts. What remains is the possibility
of investigating the origin of the adverbs belonging to Set II through lexical comparison.
Tracing the etymologies of Hittite local adverbs had naturally been on the agenda of IndoEuropeanists even before Starke 1977 substantiated their synchronic division into two sets.
The results of this effort can be found in the recent dictionary of Indo-European particles
(Dunkel 2014) and are summarized in the table below.
Table 2: Indo-European reconstruction of Hittite local adverbs (Set II)
andan
appan
kattan
pēran
šer

*én-dó m ‘at home’, cognate with
Gk. ἔνδον ‘inside’
*ó p-ā m ‘behind’, cognate with
Y-Av. apąm ‘afterwards’
*ká t -VN, second element unclear, possibly analogical
*pér-a em, cognate with Gk.
πέρᾱν ‘on the other side’
*sér ‘above’

Dunkel 2014: 159
Dunkel 2014: 67
Dunkel 2014: 420
Dunkel 2014: 609
Dunkel 2014: 682

The comparisons offered in Table 2 vary in the degree of their plausibility. The most straightforward one is the exact phonetic and semantic match between Hitt. andan and Greek ἔνδον
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‘inside’, while its Proto-Indo-European reconstruction gains further support from Classical
Armenian əntani ‘relative’ < *en-dom-i ̯o- (cf. Arm. toun, obl. tan ‘house’). The binary comparison between Hitt. appan ‘behind, after(wards)’ and Young Avestan apąm ‘afterwards’ is
phonetically unproblematic, but the semantic correspondence is imprecise, since the meaning
of the Avestan adverb is strictly temporal. Even less convincing is the attempt to link Hitt.
pēran ‘in front, before’ with the semantically distant Gk. πέρᾱν ‘on the other side, across’,
which appears to represent a language-specific derivative of Gk. πέρᾱ ‘beyond, further’. No
lexical comparisons are offered for Hitt. kattan ‘below’ or šer ‘above, over’.
Since Dunkel (2014) primarily targets Indo-European reconstruction, he naturally does
not comment on the origin of Set II as a synchronic class of Hittite local adverbs. In principle,
the array of etymologies outlined above could be compatible with the scenario of analogical
conspiracy. One could argue, for example, that the reflexes of PIE *en-dom ‘at home’ and
*op-ām ‘behind’ accidentally began to rhyme in Pre-Hittite, and this triggered the perception
of -an as a suffix of adverbs with locational meaning followed by its analogical extension to
other adverbs of the same semantic class. What speaks, however, against such a scenario are
the syntactic properties that Hitt. andan, the best candidate for an inherited -an formation,
which separate it from the other members of Set II. Unlike pēran, appan, kattan, or even šer,
andan does not form phrases with either genitive case nouns or possessive clitics in Old
Hittite (Starke 1977: 133). Even more striking is the behavior of andan in New Hittite where
it functions as a postpositon and preverb with directional meaning, thus virtually swapping
functions with anda (Salisbury 1999). It stands to reason that the etymologies collected in
Dunkel 2014 do not represent a sufficient starting point for the explaining the Hittite data.
The origin of Set II remains an open problem.
3 Local Adverbs of Set II: Internal Reconstruction
There would, of course, be no need for problematic Indo-European comparisons if an explanation for the cohesions in Set II were available at the Anatolian level. At this point it is
appropriate to remember that the only member of Set II that does not feature the synchronic
-an suffix, namely šer ‘above, over’, has been formally analyzed as an endingless locative
(Neu 1980: 35–36). If the reconstruction andan < *en-dom can be maintained (cf. below in
this section), we are likely to be dealing with another instance of the endingless locative,
this time combined with the preposition *en. Given the locational semantics of Set II, these
interpretations are straightforward from the functional viewpoint. This raises the question
whether additional adverbs of this group could likewise be analyzed as locative formations.
We submit that there is a superior alternative to treating the adverbs of local Set II as
accusatives, instrumentals, or a collection of heterogeneous formations. According to our
hypothesis, some of them historically represent the forms extended by the postposition *en,
a cognate of Proto-Indo-European *en(i) ‘in’ (Lat. in, Gk. ἐν(ι), Goth. in etc.). We suggest that
pēr-an ‘in front’, app-an ‘behind’, and katt-an ‘below’ are likely to go back to the inherited
postpositional phrases. In the instance of andan ‘inside’ < *en-dom ‘at home’, the same
mechanism of proportional analogy may have brought about its metanalysis as and-an.
Whether the preposition *en was originally attached to endingless locatives or replaced
the locatives in *-i is hard to say, but in either case Set II emerges as a group of locative
expressions, which conforms with its prototypical semantic properties.
A collateral advantage of the new approach is the possibility to motivate the use of the
genitive case with the adverbs of Set II in Old Hittite. It is logical to assume that in Pre-Hittite
some of them were still perceived as phrases consisting of locative nouns with or without
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overt postpositions, e. g. pēr-an “front-in”, šer “top-(on)”. Now, if such phrases had to have
further dependents, they were treated as nouns depending on other nouns and acquired
the genitive case according to the standard rule, e. g. hašsuw-aš per-an ‘in front of the king’,
parn-aš šer ‘(on) top of the house’. By contrast, the directional adverbs of Set I, which did
not contain morphological compounds, were not treated in the same period as complex
constituents and therefore remained incompatible with additional nominal dependents. In
other words, the innovative syntactic behavior of Set II in Old Hittite correlates with the
innovative morphological structure of some of its representatives.4 One should, however,
mention the special case of andan < *en-dom, which could not be combined with genitive
case nouns and so was apparently not perceived as a prepositional phrase. Its exceptional
syntactic properties can be due to its archaic right-branching morphological structure, which
runs afoul of the dominant Hittite left-branching word order. Presumably, the metanalysis of
an-dan as and-an had not yet occurred by the time when the other members of Set II came
to govern complements in genitive.
The use of Set II with dependent nouns in genitive must have predated the functionally
similar combinations of the same adverbs with possessive clitics. The case assignment in the
latter case does not obey any standard rule. As mentioned in the previous section, forms
such as pēra(n)=šit appear to show the ending of the instrumental case, but šēr=š(a)met
‘over them’ can only be interpreted as containing a nominative-accusative neuter clitic. Both
examples above contrast with katti=šši ‘with him’, where the Old Hittite adverb displays
the historical dative-locative ending -i and is also combined with the possessive clitic in
the dative-locative case (Melchert 2009: 615–616). This embarrassment of choice is highly
unlikely to reflect an archaic distribution, but we are rather dealing here with late ad hoc
solutions. For example, katti=šši may have been formed on the model of pēdi=šši ‘at his
place’ (thus already Melchert 1984: 124–125). The combination šēr=š(a)met implies that šēr
came to be perceived as nom.-acc.sg.n, although, pace Melchert 2009, there are no reasons
to think that this had been the original state of affairs. Forms such as pēra(n)=šit require a
more complicated analogical scenario, which was presented in the previous section. These
late aberrations aside, the adverbs of Set II can be now described as a structurally uniform
group, which represents an intrinsic merit of the proposed new solution. Nevertheless, the
internal reconstruction offers at least three more ways of checking its plausibility. First, one
can look for parallel instances of secondary local adverbs derived as compounds within the
history of Hittite. Second, tracing additional reflexes of *en through the Hittite lexicon may
be conducive to assessing the productivity of this morpheme. Finally, a responsible account
for the sound change *-en > -an must include a statement of its possible licensing conditions.
Beginning with the first problem, the structure of the postulated compounds in -an
need not be treated separately from that of the Hittite local adverbs that synchronically end
in -anda, e. g. appanda ‘back, behind’, araḫzanda ‘around, outside’, kattanda ‘down into’,
parranda ‘through’ and par(r)iyanda ‘beyond’. The adverbs of this group significantly vary
4
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in their frequency, and the last two lexemes are suspect of representing loanwords from
Luwian (cf. Luw. parran ‘in front, before’ vs. Hitt. pēran ‘id.’ and Luw. pari ‘out, forth’ vs.
Hitt. parā ‘id.’).5 In the instance of araḫz-anda, the suffix -anda is secondarily appended
to an ablative case form araḫza, which is attested as well in the adverbial function with
the meaning ‘outside’. But app-anda ‘back, behind’ and katt-anda ‘down into’ represent
perfect formal counterparts to āpp-an ‘behind, after’ and katt-an ‘down, below’, while their
directional semantics vindicates their synchronic connection with anda ‘into’.6 These findings
strengthen the hypothesis that the adverb *an could likewise function as a second member
of Hittite compounds.
Turning to the reflexes of *an in other positions in Hittite, the derivation of Hitt. andan
‘inside’ from a prepositional meaning ‘at home’ has already been mentioned above. As for the
new material, one should mention first the Old Hittite sentence particle =an, which always
occurs at the end of the Wackernagel clitic chain and therefore belongs to the category
of the so-called “locative” particles. Although its precise meaning defies interpretations,
Kloekhorst (2008: 173) points out that it often occurs together with the preverb anda and
therefore “is connected with PIE *(h1 )en ‘in’”. Second, the Hittite adverb andurza ‘inside’
was interpreted as a combination of three morphemes an-dur-z(a) ‘in-door-s’, cf. the near
antonym Ved. prā-dúr ‘manifestly, visibly’ (Kloekhorst 2008: 188 with ref.). Finally, the noun
an-tuwaḫḫaš-/an-tuḫš- ‘human’ was plausibly analysed as a possessive compound ‘having
breath inside’, cf. Gk. ἔν-θῡμος ‘spirited’ (Kloekhorst 2008: 189 with ref.).
With regard to the phonetic interpretation of these etymologies, there are two different schools of thought. According to Melchert 1994: 134–135, Proto-Anatolian “short */eN/
becomes */aN/ before a dental and in final position, i. e. when the nasal is coronal.” An obvious
group of examples that bleeds the proposed sound change consists of the verbal preterit
endings 1sg. -men and 2sg. -ten, as well as the imperative ending 2sg. -ten. Its analogical
leveling based on the present forms 1sg. -meni and 2sg. -teni would be very likely (cf. Hoffner
and Melchert 2008: 181–182). In a similar fashion, forms such as kuēnzi ‘he kills’ or iēnzi ‘they
do’ can, in principle be explained through paradigmatic leveling to kuenun ‘I kill’ or iēzzi ‘he
does’. If one is not willing to operate with such an extended set of analogies, one can assume,
following Yoshida 1997: 191–192, that the change *en > an / _$ was limited to unstressed
syllables. With regard to the problem under discussion, this additional licensing condition
would imply that the compounds in *-en > -an carried stress on their first morpheme.
An alternative approach to the same compounds is most clearly stated in Kloekhorst 2008,
although one can trace its origins back to at least the early twentieth century.7 Accepting
5
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The compounds with the same etymological suffix as the second element are also well represented in Luwian
and Lycian texts, e. g. appanta ‘thereafter’, sarranta ‘on top of’, zantanta ‘down’, Lyc. epñte ‘thereafter’, tewẽ nte
‘opposite’. For the reading of the last form in TL 44.53 see now the photograph in Schürr 2009: 163 and the
transliteration on the following page.
Furthermore, Nikolaev (2010) argues that menaḫḫanda ‘opposite, against’, which was traditionally segmented as
mena-ḫḫanda, represents instead yet another compound in -anda. He takes the first element of the hypothetical
menaḫḫ-anda as the frozen allative case of mēna/i- ‘face, cheek’. If his segmentation and etymology are correct,
we obtain the only instance where the allative case ending retained its final laryngeal in composition, which
would make the compound old indeed. A problematic aspect of this etymology is the absence of lenition -ḫḫ- >
-ḫ- (Melchert, pers. comm.).
Already Sturtevant (1933: 104) offered *n-dhur- as an archetype for andurza ‘inside’ and specified the reconstruction of its first morpheme as the syllabic n. He (ibid.) also listed Hitt. anda among the forms featuring
the reflexes of the syllabic n. An argument that Kloekhorst (2008: 185) uses in favor of such an interpretation
is the match between Hitt. anda ‘into’ and Lyc. ñte ‘id.’. The last adverb can be contrasted with e. g. Lyc. ẽ ti
‘at’ (Durnford, pers. comm.). It is not, however, proven that in this case we must be dealing with the contrast
between Indo-European ablaut variants as opposed to the effects of Lycian syncope in unstressed syllables
(cf. Melchert 1994: 135, 320).
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the view that Hitt. an- is ultimately cognate with Gk. ἐν, the Leiden scholar attributes the
vocalism of an- not to a language-specific development, but rather to the inherited effects
of Indo-Hittite ablaut. Thus, Kloekhorst (2008: 189) formally reconstructs an-tuwaḫḫaš-/antuḫš- ‘human’ as *h1 n-dhueh2 -ōs vs. *en-dh weh2 -ōs advocated in Rieken 1999: 190–191. One
argument that contradicts the zero-grade analysis stems from Luwian and will be addressed
in the following section, but ultimately making a choice between these two alternatives is
beyond the scope of the present paper. For our purposes it seems enough to state that if the
generalization of the zero grade *(h1 )n̥ - were acceptable for the first compound member, one
can also propose the same reconstruction for the final *-(h1 )n̥ (cf. the approach of Oettinger
discussed immediately below). Therefore the adepts of the Leiden school views should be
able to follow the morphological argument of the present paper using, where appropriate,
their own phonological interpretations.
At the final stages of our research we became aware of a different proposal, which
operates with the zero grade *-n corresponding to the full grade *-en ‘in’. Oettinger (2016:
232–233) suggests that this element underlies the final nasal of Gk. ἔνδον and Hitt. andan
‘inside’, as well as the other final nasals of the Hittite Set II. Furthermore, he reconstructs
the same zero-grade formation in the locative singular masculine/neuter forms of Old Indic
pronouns, e. g. Ved. asmí-n vs. Av. ahmi ‘in him/it’. Unfortunately, the paragraph-long
presentation of the new hypothesis in Oettinger 2016 does not dwell on the divergent
syntactic behavior of andan, which makes this adverb a rather atypical representative of
Set II. While the syntactic considerations offered above preclude us from endorsing the new
etymology of Hitt. andan, the core of Oettinger’s proposal amounts, in fact, to an independent
replication of our results.8 Oettinger’s ideas about the origin of Set II were endorsed and
developed in Francia 2016.
Summing up, our internal reconstruction of Set II in Hittite suggests that its core structurally resembles English with-in. We argue that our hypothesis is superior to the available
competing accounts, operates with the otherwise attested morphological material, conforms
to the known rules of Hittite historical phonology, and is straightforward from the typological
viewpoint. None of these considerations, however, can be said to represent a definite proof.
Here as everywhere else, the results of internal reconstruction must draw upon comparative
evidence for their ultimate valuation. In what follows we intend to offer corroboration for
the proposed scenario, which comes from the Luwian language.
4 Adverb CUM-ni/a in Luwian
The situation in Luwian is different from the one in Hittite in that the reflex of PIE *en(i) ‘in’
appears to be directly attested there as a local adverb. Its identification was due to a joint
effort of Petra Goedegebuure and Ilya Yakubovich. The former scholar explored consequences
of a hypothesis that the graphic similarity between the Anatolian hieroglyphic signs L57
(= SUB/INFRA) and L58 (= CUM) must correspond to the formal affinity of the lexemes
these logograms stand for. The first of the two signs is used as a logogram for the Luwian
local adverbs SUB-na-na = /annan/ ‘under’ and INFRA-ta ‘down’, which was convincingly
interpreted as /zanta/ in Goedegebuure 2010. The second one is peculiar to the Luwian local
8

Oettinger (2016: 232) objects against the reconstruction ἔνδον < *en-dom on the grounds that one would expect
*dōm or *dēm, but not *dom as the locative case form of IE. *dom-/dem- ‘house’ and cites Av. dąn ‘in house’
in support of his objection. It is, however, to be noted that no traces of the extended ablaut grade are to be
found in the locative case forms in Greek or, for that matter, in Anatolian. On the other hand, the hypothesis
that Ved. asmín contains a reflex of *-en appears to be worth pursuing, perhaps together with revisiting the
etymology of the Indo-Iranian preverb *ni- (for the present state of the affairs, cf. EWAia: II: 40–41 with ref.).
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adverb that is variously spelled as CUM-ni, CUM-ní, or CUM-na, with the preference for
the first variant. Depending on whether it is cognate with the adverbs /annan/ or /zanda/,
its phonological interpretation can be either /an(na) ~ anni/ or /zandan(ni)/. Building up
on the personal communication of Yakubovich, Goedegebuure gave preference to the first
solution on the grounds that the Lycian preverb ẽn- represents a perfect formal cognate to
the postulated Luwian /an(ni)/.
Additional evidence for the same interpretation is offered in Yakubovich 2010a. This
paper emphasizes the comparison between the combination CUM-ni a- (di), attested in Late
Luwian, and the verb anni- (di), which is typical of the Kizzuwatna dialect of Luwian. Both
verbs broadly mean ‘to cause’ and take three arguments, agent, theme, and goal. It is argued
that the Kizzuwatna form anni- (di) represents the contraction of the earlier phrasal verb
anni a- (di), which vindicates the equation /anni/ = CUM-ni (Yakubovich 2010a: 378). Note
that the effects of Čop’s Law observable in the cuneiform transmission of anni- (di) support
the reconstruction *én(i), as opposed to *h1 ni, for the Luwian adverb under discussion. For
our present purposes, however, it is more important to contrast the transitive base a- (di) ‘to
do, make; to treat ritually, celebrate’ with its benefactive derivative CUM-ni a- (di) ‘to cause,
offer (to someone)’ (Yakubovich 2010b: 60).9 Further examples of the benefactive derivation
involve izzi- (di) ‘to do, make’ vs. CUM-ni/a izzi- (di) ‘to cause, attach’ (1–4) and izzista- (i)
‘to honor’ vs. CUM-ní izzista- (i) ‘to assure, provide’ (5–6).
(1)

KARKAMIŠ A11a § 19, cf. Hawkins 2000: I 96
|za-zi-pa-wa/i (DOMUS)ha+ra/i-sà -tá -ni-zi I á -na-ia BONUS-sa-mi-i FEMINA-ti-i (DOMUS+SCALA)tá -wa/i-ni-zi i-zi-i-ha
zanzi=ba=wa
haristaninzi
Annaya
wasammi wanatti
this.acc.pl.c=but=ptcl upper.room.acc.pl Anna.dat.sg dear.dat.sg wife.dat.sg
tawanninzi
izziha
place.to.stand? .dat.sg make.1.sg.prt

‘These upper rooms I made as places to stand? for my dear wife Anna.’
(2) KARKAMIŠ A6 § 13, cf. Hawkins 2000: I 124
CUM-ni-pa-wa/i-tú -ta- ́ |á -pa-sá |FRATER.LA-zi-i |i-zi-i-ha
anni=ba=wa=du=tta
abas(sa) FRATER.LA-nzi izziha
near=but=ptcl=he.dat=ptcl that.gen brother.acc.pl make.1.sg.prt
‘And to him I attached his brothers.’10
9

10

The term “applicative”, used with reference to the function of anni- (di) in Yakubovich 2010a, appears to be
not quite accurate. Although in the parlance of Uto-Aztecan and Bantu linguistics the difference between
the applicative and the base verb may simply consist in that the former has one more indirect object, the
cross-linguistic definition of the applicative constructions stresses their transitivizing properties. Typically
they are able to turn indirect objects of intransitive base verbs into direct objects, whether or not an additional
indirect object is added to the clause argument structure (Peterson 2007: 2). Therefore in this paper we use a
more neutral term “benefactive” for the transformation that adds an indirect or oblique object without affecting
subject or direct object properties.
The opaque translation of Hawkins 2000 ‘And with him I made his brothers’ must have been influenced by the
traditional assumption that the basic meaning of CUM-ni/a is ‘with’, on which see below. The immediately
preceding context focuses on the favors that Yarri, regent of Carchemish, bestowed upon the heir apparent
Kamani. In what follows Yarri refers to specific objects, katun(i)- and tarpuna-, which he provided to Kamani’s
younger brothers in accordance with their predilections. Then the narration switches back to Kamani. The
present translation is compatible with both the hypothesis that these objects marked the status of Kamani’s
brothers in his retinue and that they represented mere toys given to little children who were placed under
their elder brother’s protection.
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(3)

MARAŞ 3 § 3, cf. Hawkins 2000: I 268
á -mu-[p]a-wa/i-na (“[STA]TUA”)ta-ru-sá i-zi-ia-ha
amu=ba=wa=an
tarussa
izziyaha
I.nom=but=ptcl=he.acc.c statue.acc.sg make.1sg.prt
‘I made him as a statue.’

(4)

KARATEPE 1 (Hu.) § 15, cf. Hawkins 2000: I 50
|á -mi-há -wa/i |DOMINUS-nı́-i |(NEPOS)ha-su- ́ |OMNIS.MI -ma (BONUS)sa-na-wa/i-ia
|CUM-na i-zi-i-há
ami=ha=wa
nanni
hassu(wa)
tanima
sannawiya
my.dat.sg=and=ptcl of.lord.dat.sg family.dat.sg all.nom.pl.n good.nom.pl.n
anni izziha
prev make.1.sg.prt

‘And I caused all good things to my lord’s family.’
(5) KARKAMIŠ A17b § 3, cf. Hawkins 2000: I 176
|za-ha-wa/i DEUS-ni-˹na˺ |i-zi-i-sa-ta-tú -u
zan=ha=wa
massanin izzistattu
this.acc.sg.c=and=ptcl god.acc.sg honor.3sg.imp
‘Let him honor this god.’
(6)

KULULU 4 § 12, cf. Hawkins 2000: II 445
a-wa/i OMNIS-mi sa-na-wa/i-sa8 CUM-nı́ i-zi-i-sa-ta-ha
a=wa
tanimi
sannawisa anni izzistahha
ptcl=ptcl all.dat.sg good.acc.sg prev honor.1sg.prt
‘For everyone I assured (his) well-being.’

Thus one can advance a hypothesis that one of the functions of the preverb CUM-ni/a was
adding an extra thematic role (goal) to the argument structure of the base verb. Such a
syntactic interpretation obtains independent confirmation from comparative evidence. It
has been argued that Luw. CUM-ni/a = /an(ni)/ represents a reflex of PIE *en(i) and a lexical
cognate of the Greek local adverb ἐνί ‘inside’ and its clitic allomorph ἐν. When attached as a
prefix to the verbal stem, Greek ἐν frequently has benefactive semantics, just as its Luwian
cognate does. Thus one can contrast Gk. ποιέω ‘to make’ vs. ἐμ-ποιέω ‘to cause (something
to someone)’, τυγχάνω ‘to happen’ vs. ἐγ-τυγχάνω ‘to meet, fall in (with someone)’, εἶπον
‘I said’ vs. ἐν-έπω ‘to tell (something to someone)’ (Yakubovich 2010a: 381). This non-trivial
functional parallel naturally represents yet one more argument supporting the identification
CUM-ni = /anni/.
Yakubovich (2010a) tentatively attributed the benefactive function of Greek ἐν and
Luwian CUM-ni/a to a secondary development within the protolanguage, largely because
it operated with the traditional basic meaning of CUM-ni/a ‘with’. This issue, however,
cannot be considered settled. The prototypical context for the comitative function is the noun
phrase “A (together) with B”. The Luwian lexeme used in such a function is not CUM-ni/a but
ku-ma-pi, which is used in the noun phrase ‘Harranean (Moon-god) together with Kubaba’
hara/i-na-wa/i-ni-sa(URBS) (DEUS)ku+AVIS-ia ku-ma-pi (KARABURUN §§ 8–10, Hawkins
2000: II 481). By contrast, in all those instances where Luw. CUM-ni/a can be translated as
‘with’, it appears as constituent of verb phrases, which links predicates with their indirect

